Are You Praying “Biblically,”
Or Are You Just Praying?
Disciples of Jesus still plead,
“Lord teach us to pray.”
This 365-day devotional commentary presents an
in-depth study and encouragement for those who
are determined to go deeper into a life of prayer. It
combines a daily teaching on the subject of prayer
with a daily devotional and prayer challenge for
each day.
With the Holy Spirit as your Teacher—by comparing “His” prayers to “yours”—you will discover
how to pray in the manner that Jesus instructed by
His words and example.
“By using this book, believers are challenged to study
devotionally on the subject of prayer from a biblical and
Christ-centered perspective. Such a study should prove
invaluable in the development of a life of consistent biblical prayer that is focused on Jesus and His mission.”
(Excerpt from the Foreword)
—J. Chris Schoﬁeld, Ph. D.

“Thank you, Rick, for this valuable resource to help our
people be challenged each day of the year to focus and
spend time with our LORD in prayer. This book is a helpful tool in helping us equip and encourage our people.”
—Rev. Michael Barrett, Pastor
Pleasant Garden Baptist Church

“...a powerful teaching tool written to help guide and
challenge the reader into a closer relationship with the
Master through biblically-based prayer and following
the example of Jesus. Find new joy and power in praying
as you learn from Jesus Himself in this wonderful devotional commentary.”
—Phyllis Elliott Elvington
Christian Speaker &
Author
“Speaking of Prayer”
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RICK ASTLE has devoted his ministry to
equipping and encouraging the local church
to prepare and pray for spiritual awakening. His nation-wide conference ministry
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